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GUIDELINES FOR PARTICIPATION, CRITERIA AND EVALUATION, FAQ 

FLUCA – AUSTRIAN CULTURAL PAVILION SEASON MAY – OCTOBER 2017 

 

FLUCA - Austrian cultural pavilion announces an open call for proposals of events and projects for its official program 
season 2017. 

FLUCA - Austrian cultural pavilion is an innovative and open stage platform for cultural and artistic shows and events. 
It’s a mutual project of Open Arts Foundation and Austrian Embassy in Bulgaria.  

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

To apply with a project for participation in the seasonal program of FLUCA - Austrian cultural pavilion, please send 
back a correctly filled ‘FLUCA document for project participation’ to fluca@openarts.info 

 

DEADLINES 

May 1st – to participate in the program in May and June 

June 1st – to participate in the program in July and August 

July 1st – to participate in the program in September and October  

 

GUIDELINES FOR APPLICANTS   

Learn more about FLUCA by reading the presentation of the project available on http://openarts.info/fluca-2017-eng/ 
and http://openarts.info/fluca-open-call-2017-eng/ 

Write down your project, choose participants, fix a budget and elect a spokesman to communicate with FLUCA’s team. 

Fill correctly the ‘FLUCA document for event participation’. Incorrect or unfilled documents won’t be taken into 
account. 

Think about and don’t miss to describe the audience you wish and think you could attract to your event. 

Please describe in details the technical demands of your project. Those are an important criterion in the selection 
process as FLUCA’s stage is a limited and relatively fragile space. A detailed technical sheet of the pavilion is available 
on demand. 

One last thing. Providing us with pictures, video and audio material to support your application matters greatly.  

 

CRITERIA AND EVALUATION PROCESS 

Applications will be evaluated by  

- FLUCA coordinator and Open Arts Foundation team 
- Austrian Embassy in Bulgaria 
- FLUCA curatorial team for 2017 
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The important criteria in the evaluation process match FLUCA’s program guidelines  

- To create a new and original artistic production 
- To introduce new topics and authors to the city 
- To offer different viewpoints on current cultural and social questions 
- To make a connection between Bulgarian, Austrian and European artists 
- To spike an interest and provide access to cultural events to different social groups and audiences  
- To encourage an active spectatorship  
- To help in developing partnerships and networks for cultural co-operation 
- To support young and independent authors and artists 

 

FAQ 

What’s exactly FLUCA’s stage? 

FLUCA is a cultural pavilion made of shipping container and transformed into an art installation in the public space 
with an original artistic and architectural intervention. The dimensions of the stage are 4.8m x 2.4m x 2.8m. Each of 
the artistic forms mentioned in the application document could take place on that stage. 

 

What about the space around the pavilion? How big it is? Is there sitting places? 

FLUCA is situated on 38 Otets Paisiy Str. which is a pedestrian walk zone nearby artnewscafe, Sariev Contemporary 
gallery and a small public park. We could provide around 40 sitting places but arrangements could be made for more 
if asked in advance. 

 

What are FLUCA’s daily expenses? Why do I need to cover them? 

FLUCA is conceived as an open stage with free and accessible program. To run it needs however human and technical 
resources as well as water and electricity. The amount of 100 leva /50EUR/ mentioned in the document cover those 
resources. 

If you wish to support FLUCA you could cover the expenses for the day of your event. This sponsorship means that 
your logo will be placed in all advertising materials produced by FLUCA and receive a special mention on its official 
website. 

Covering these expenses is however not mandatory. If you are unable to cover them, we kindly ask you to place 
FLUCA’s logo in your own communication materials and mention the pavilion as co-producer/partner of the event. 

 

How many events can I stage at FLUCA? 

You can propose as many events as you wish. They can happen only one time or take place regularly e.g. 
weekly/monthly or several times. It depends on the nature of your project. 
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Can I propose an event outside the themes and the forms mentioned in points 3 and 4 of the FLUCA document?  

No. Every event should fit at least in one of the themes and forms. 

 

Would it be possible to stage an event outside the timetable mentioned in point 5 of the FLUCA document? 

No. It’s important to respect the given timetable as it aims to offer a regular program to the public. 

 

I’m a cultural organization. How is FLUCA strategically important to me? 

FLUCA has no equivalent on the Bulgarian cultural landscape as an open stage and artistic intervention in the public 
space. The long working experience of Open Arts Foundation in organizing cultural activities and events as well as the 
international collaboration guarantee durability and exigence in the development of the project. Your participation in 
its seasonal program would bring more visibility and public recognition to your organization locally and internationally 
and interest more people in your own seasonal program. 

 

I’m an independent artist. How is FLUCA strategically important to me? 

The European aspect of the project, the possibility to work with an international curatorial team and to meet fellow 
artists and cultural organizations could help you in bringing more visibility to your work and integrating new cultural 
and artistic networks. 

 

FLUCA expects you! 

 

 


